
WRITE A QUADRATIC EQUATION IN STANDARD FORM WITH THE GIVEN

SOLUTION

If we factored a quadratic equation and obtained the given solutions, it would mean the Because this is the form that
would yield the solutions x= -4 and x=3.

With just two of the parabola's points, its vertex and one other, you can find a parabolic equation's vertex and
standard forms and write the parabola algebraically. Substitute in Coordinates for the Point Substitute the
point's coordinates for x and y in the equation. Updated May 04, By Chance E. If you are given the solutions
of an equation, you can find an equation by working backward. Given the naked parabolic graph at the right,
you are told that the x-intercepts and y-intercept are integer values. Our First Equation:. For an example, let
the vertex be 2, 3. Parabolas have two equation forms â€” standard and vertex. Conclusion: Working
backward will create an equation, but remember that there are other equations that will also have that same set
of solutions. Solve for a Solve the equation for a. Can you determine the equation of a quadratic given its
solutions? Compare the solutions in 1a with 1b, and take a look at the graph at the right. Gartneer Just as a
quadratic equation can map a parabola, the parabola's points can help write a corresponding quadratic
equation. Tips Set either form to zero and solve the equation to find the points where the parabola crosses the
x-axis. Since 0, is on this graph, it will satisfy the equation of the graph. Substitute a Substitute the value of a
into the equation from Step 1. Convert to Standard Form Square the expression inside the parentheses,
multiply the terms by a's value and combine like terms to convert the equation to standard form. We need to
check another point. This equation can be solved by factoring. Gartneer began writing professionally in
working in conjunction with FEMA. Since we know that the x-intercepts are integer values, we can read them
off the graph to be -3,0 and 4,0. The only observable point is the y-intercept 0, If you have the graph of a
parabola, can you determine the equation of the function that created the graph? When not working on his
children's book masterpiece, he writes educational pieces focusing on early mathematics and ESL topics. Let's
see what's possible. Thankfully, the graph shows a scale where each displayed unit on the x and y axes
represents one unit. In this example, let the point be 3, 8. He has the unofficial record for the most
undergraduate hours at the University of Texas at Austin. Substitute in Coordinates for the Vertex Substitute
the vertex's coordinates for h and k in the vertex form.


